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Introduction
The Centers for Medicare & Med-

icaid Services (“CMS”) implemented 
a national recovery audit program 
(“Recovery Audit Program”) in 2010 
in an effort to identify and collect 
improper Medicare payments while 
limiting fraud, waste and abuse in the 
U.S. healthcare system.1 Since that 
time, healthcare providers have expe-
rienced a barrage of added scrutiny 
through both pre- and post-payment 
audits, resulting in the enforcement 
of billions of dollars in repayment 
demands imposed by the government. 
In 2013 alone, over $3.7 billion in 
overpayments were collected from 
healthcare providers in the United 
States.2 While many providers repay 
millions of dollars to these recovery 
auditors (also known as recovery audit 
contractors, or “RACs”), a growing 
number are employing successful 
appeal strategies, allowing them to 
overcome the government’s demands 
and retain their revenue. This article 
offers legal, statistical and clinical 
arguments that may help to maximize 
the likelihood of successful appeals, 
with a particular focus on appeals of 
RAC recoupments. 

A key component of the govern-
ment’s efforts to identify and collect 
overpayments from federal health-
care programs is its reliance on 
privatized enforcement. The identifi-
cation and collection of improper 
payments is conducted on behalf of 
CMS through a variety of private 
contractors, including RACs. RACs 
are compensated on a contingency 

basis ranging from nine percent to 12.5 
percent of money collected from pro-
viders, creating a pronounced incentive 
for RACs to expand their audit efforts.3 
Indeed, Fiscal Year (“FY”) 2013 brought 
a 60 percent increase in the dollar 
amount of RAC-identified overpay-
ments from FY 2012.4 Given the 
financial incentives for RACs and the 
overwhelming recoveries obtained by 
CMS, the provider community antici-
pates a continued surge in audit activity 
in coming years. The ability to develop 
a successful appeal is increasingly vital 
for healthcare providers seeking to 
retain payments to which they are 
entitled. 

In the face of last year’s $3.7 bil-
lion in recovered money, CMS data 
indicates surprisingly few healthcare 
providers have appealed RAC claims. 
Only 26 percent of RAC claims were 
appealed in FY 2012,5 while less than 
seven percent were appealed in FY 
2011.6 This is particularly surprising 
considering the success of such 
appeals exceeded 47 percent in FY 
2011 and 27 percent in FY 2012.7 

The healthcare industry has col-
lected even more dramatic data related 
to appeals. The American Hospital 
Association (“AHA”) conducts a 
quarterly survey of hospitals to collect 
data about the Recovery Audit Pro-
gram. In the most recent survey, 1,240 
hospitals reported appealing 49 per-
cent of all RAC denials with a 
startling 67 percent success rate in the 
fourth quarter of 2013.8 Given the 
implications of this data, healthcare 
providers should think twice before 
complying with a repayment demand 
and thoughtfully consider the poten-
tial arguments for appeal. 

Recovery Programs and 
Appeal Overview

The expansive privatization of 
healthcare enforcement began with a 

pilot program in 2005 to identify and 
recover improper payments under fee-
for-service Medicare plans. Over $900 
million was recovered between 2005 
and 2008 as a result of the pilot pro-
gram.9 Congress expanded the 
program’s scale with the Tax Relief 
and Healthcare Act of 2006 and cre-
ated what is known today as the 
Recovery Audit Program under which 
RACs operate nationally.10 

The use of private contractors to 
identify and collect overpayments has 
become a key enforcement tool for 
both Medicare and Medicaid, and 
these contractors have become 
increasingly aggressive in monitoring 
and auditing payments by federal and 
state healthcare programs. Contractors 
typically conduct two types of post-
payment audits: automated and 
complex.11 Automated audits normally 
detect payment errors through the use 
of quantitative analysis requiring lim-
ited interaction with the provider. 
Complex audits involve a manual 
review of records by clinical and statis-
tical experts. These complex audits 
offer much greater subjectivity for 
RACs because they are required to 
review only a sample of claims when 
evaluating documentation, clinical 
decision-making and code application. 
In many cases, RACs extrapolate or 
project their findings from the sample 
across a much larger population of pay-
ments, even those they did not review. 
In the AHA’s fourth quarter 2013 sur-
vey, approximately 97 percent of RAC 
denials involved complex audits.12

While a variety of strategies 
exist to successfully navigate con-
tractor audits and minimize the rate 
of overpayments detected, this article 
addresses the events that occur after 
alleged overpayments are identified. 
The process begins with the receipt 
of a review results letter (complex 
review) or a demand letter (auto-
mated review). These letters indicate 
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that the RAC has identified overpay-
ments and trigger a demand for 
repayment. In response to a demand 
for repayment, a healthcare provider 
has several levels of appeal rights, 
each with its own prescribed time-
frame, in which they can challenge a 
RAC’s overpayment findings.13

The first opportunity the provider 
has to challenge the alleged overpay-
ment is the discussion period, which 
provides an informal process for the 
provider to present additional infor-
mation to the RAC to explain why 
the claim should be paid. The discus-
sion period may be the most critical 
given that one-third of participant 
hospitals in the AHA survey reported 
RAC denials reversed through utiliza-
tion of that period.14 Providers should 
recognize that RACs can be open to 
discussion during this phase, and take 
advantage of the limited costs associ-
ated with initiating such discussions. 
Hospitals have reported success using 
the discussion period when it is clear 
that the RAC missed a key piece of 
documentation (such as an order) or 
additional documentation is available 
to support the claim. Afterward, the 
formal appeal process may require 
legal counsel, statistical experts, clini-
cal and coding experts and audit 
professionals with experience leading 
defensible reviews. The costs can be 
substantial, but successful appeals can 
limit otherwise tremendous repay-
ments, and the dramatic success rates 
of recent appeals are encouraging.

Legal Strategies for Appeal
When a healthcare provider 

receives an overpayment demand, 
there are several legal theories, 
defenses and strategies that may help 
the provider successfully challenge 
alleged overpayments. The arguments 
discussed herein primarily apply to 
audits from the Medicare program, 
but the theories behind these defenses 
may also be helpful in audits from cer-
tain state Medicaid agencies and 
other payors. Appeals before an 

administrative law judge (“ALJ”), the 
third level of a formal appeal are the 
first instance in which an attorney 
may be the arbiter; thus it is often the 
first time significant consideration is 
given to legal arguments. 

Authority to Audit/Scope  
of Audit

The first argument that an appel-
lant should consider is to challenge 
the auditor’s authority to review the 
claim. Most Medicare audits are con-
ducted retrospectively, sometimes 
years after the provider rendered ser-
vice and after it has been reimbursed 
by Medicare. A provider can argue 
that the auditor does not have author-
ity to audit the claim(s) at issue under 
either the Medicare reopening regula-
tions or the RAC Statement of Work. 
Medicare’s reopening regulations set 
the following timeframes for reopening 
a paid claim:

1. Within one year from the date  
of the initial determination or 
redetermination for any reason;

2. Within four years from the date  
of the initial determination or 
redetermination for good cause as 
defined in Section 405.986; or

3. At any time if there exists reliable 
evidence as defined in Section 
405.902 that the initial determi-
nation was procured by fraud or 
similar fault as defined in Section 
405.902.15 

For purposes of Medicare audits, 
the date of the initial determination is 
the date when a MAC sends an elec-
tronic or paper remittance advice to 
the provider in response to a submitted 
claim. Generally, CMS contractors use 
the four-year time period to reopen 
claims based on “good cause.” Good 
cause is established when “there is new 
and material evidence that…(1) [w]as 
not available or known at the time of 
the determination or decision; and [m]ay 
result in a different conclusion; or (2) 
[t]he evidence that was considered in 
making the determination or decision 
clearly shows on its face that an obvi-
ous error was made at the time of the 

determination or decision.”16 Unfor-
tunately, a CMS contractor’s decision 
to reopen a claim is final and not sub-
ject to appeal,17 but providers should 
consider using the discussion period 
to challenge the contractor’s basis for 
reopening claims under audit. CMS 
has expressly stated that it enforces a 
contractor’s good cause standards 
through CMS’ evaluation and moni-
toring of contractor performance, not 
the administrative appeals process.18 
If claims are outside of the four-year 
reopening window, providers can 
challenge the reopening of the claims 
if the contractor has no evidence of 
fraud or similar fault.

Additionally, the RACs are bound 
by a Statement of Work established by 
CMS.19 The RAC Statement of Work 
forbids RACs from attempting to iden-
tify overpayments “more than three 
years past the date of the initial deter-
mination made on the claim.”20 The 
first step in responding to a RAC 
records request should be to confirm 
that all of the claims under review are 
within the three-year window allowed 
by the Statement of Work. If the claims 
are more than three years old, the pro-
vider can challenge (in writing) the 
RAC’s authority to select the claims.21 

Waiver of Liability

When designing the Medicare 
program, Congress acknowledged that 
administrative finality of Medicare 
payments was important to both the 
program and participating providers. 
Accordingly, it included a limitation 
of liability in Section 1879 of the 
Social Security Act (“SSA”),22 which 
states, in relevant part:

Where—

1. a determination is made that, by 
reason of Section 1862(a) (1) or 
(9)…payment may not be made 
under Part A or Part B of this title 
for any expenses incurred for 
items or services furnished an 
individual by a provider of services 
or by another person pursuant to 
an assignment under section 1842 
(b) (3) (B) (ii); and
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2. both such individual and such 
provider of services or such other 
person, as the case may be, did not 
know, and could not reasonably have 
expected to know, that payment 
would not be made for such items or 
services under Part A or B, 

then to the extent permitted by this 
title, payment shall, notwithstanding 
such determination, be made for such 
items or services…as though section 
1862(a) (1) and section 1862 (a) (9) 
did not apply... .23 

The limitation of liability provision 
allows a provider subject to post-pay-
ment review to argue that even though 
the contractor may have identified an 
overpayment, the provider should 
retain its payment because the provider 

did not know, and could not reasonably 
be expected to know, that the payment 
would later be denied.24 For purposes 
of determining the provider’s knowl-
edge – actual or constructive – an ALJ 
or the Medicare Appeals Council 
(“Council”), the fourth level of appeal, 
look for the following evidence:

• A Medicare contractor’s prior 
denial of payment for similar or 
reasonably comparable services;

• Medicare’s general notices to the 
medical community of Medicare 
payment denial of services under all 
or certain circumstances, including 
manual instructions, bulletins, 
contractor’s written guides and 
directives;

• The services provided were 
inconsistent with acceptable 
standards of practice in the local 
medical community;

• The provider’s utilization review 
committee informed the provider 
in writing that the services were 
not covered; or 

• A Medicare contractor previously 
issued a written notice to the provider 
that Medicare payment for a particu-
lar service or item is denied. This also 
includes notification of Quality 
Improvement Organization (“QIO”) 
screening criteria specific to the con-
dition of the beneficiary for whom 
the furnished services are at issue 
and of medical procedures subject to 
preadmission review by the QIO.25 
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The limitation on liability defense 
is best used in cases where there is lit-
tle or no specific guidance on the 
Medicare coverage or documentation 
requirements for a specific service.

In Baptist Health Care (“Baptist”), 
a hospital challenged a RAC’s deter-
mination that the hospital was 
inappropriately paid for inpatient 
stays related to automatic implantable 
cardioverter defibrillator (“AICD”) 
procedures in 2003, 2005, and 2006.26 
During these years, the AICD proce-
dures were included on Medicare’s 
“inpatient-only list,” which includes 
services and treatments that Medicare 
generally only considers appropriate 
when rendered in an inpatient set-
ting.27 On July 1, 2006, the QIO, in 
this case Florida Medical Quality 
Assurance, Inc., (“FMQAI”) issued a 
policy that stated it would no longer 
“uniformly” allow AICD procedures 
to be billed as inpatient services, but 
that it would consider denying routine 
cases with an anticipated discharge 
within 24 hours.28 The Council noted 
that FMQAI’s policy statement put 
the hospital on notice that its claims 
could be denied, but only the claims 
with dates of service after July 1, 
2006.29 For services provided before 
FMQAI issued its policy, however, the 
Council agreed with the hospital’s lim-
itation on liability defense, stating that 
until FMQAI issued its policy, the hos-
pital “did not know, and did not 
have reason to know, that Medicare 
would not cover automatic implant-
able cardioverter defibrillators services 
provided in an inpatient hospital set-
ting.…” The Council overturned the 
RAC’s overpayment determination.30

Provider Without Fault

Like the limitation of liability 
defense, the “provider without fault” 
defense is a statutory defense based 
on administrative finality. Section 
1870(b) of the SSA states that a pro-
vider is “deemed to be without fault” 
(absent evidence to the contrary) with 
respect to an overpayment if the 
overpayment determination is made 

“subsequent to the fifth year following 
the year” of the initial determination.31 
If a provider was paid for services in 
2008 (or earlier) and has retained the 
payment until 2014, the provider is 
now deemed to be “without fault” with 
respect to any overpayments, unless 
there is evidence to the contrary. 
While the statute does not define 
“without fault,” Medicare manual 
guidance states that a provider is con-
sidered to be “without fault” if it 
exercised reasonable care in billing for, 
and accepting, the payment, i.e.:

• It made full disclosure of all mate-
rial facts; and

• On the basis of the information 
available to it, including, but not 
limited to the Medicare instruc-
tions and regulations, it had a 
reasonable basis for assuming that 
the payment was correct, or, if it 
had reason to question the pay-
ment; it promptly brought the 
question to the Fiscal Intermediary 
or carrier’s attention.32

In Comprehensive Decubitus Ther-
apy, a supplier argued that it was 
without fault with respect to pay-
ments it received for supplies that 
should have been bundled into the 
beneficiary’s home health benefit.33 In 
finding that the supplier was without 
fault, the Council determined that 
the following facts demonstrated that 
the supplier exercised reasonable care 
in billing for the services: (1) the 
physician’s order for the supplies indi-
cated that the beneficiary was not 
receiving home health; (2) a progress 
note stated that the beneficiary had 
discontinued home health; and (3) 
the supplier obtained pre-authoriza-
tion from a Medicare contractor that 
did not indicate that the beneficiary 
was receiving home health.34 Impor-
tantly, in this case, the presumptive 
“without fault” time period had not 
elapsed, but the provider was able to 
show it was “without fault” through 
strong documentation.35 

Statistical Evaluation  
of Demands

In addition to legal arguments, 
healthcare providers should also scru-
tinize the process and procedures by 
which a contractor estimates an over-
payment amount. Complex audits 
require a rigorous degree of audit 
planning to ensure the process is con-
ducted fairly and yields sound and 
reliable conclusions. This process also 
necessitates a high degree of statisti-
cal competency to ensure that claims 
are properly sampled and extrapolated 
to achieve sufficiently precise results. 
As such, contractors are required to 
abide by the Medicare Program Integ-
rity Manual (“MPIM”), which 
includes guidelines on data analysis, 
statistical sampling, extrapolation, 
and estimation of overpayments.36 
Successful appeals often highlight a 
contractor’s nonconformance with 
these guidelines, and several decisions 
have been rendered regarding these 
arguments.

Generally Accepted Standards

Statistical sampling and extrapola-
tion, when conducted properly, is a 
widely accepted method for estimating 
overpayments. The MPIM requires 
that any sampling methodology be 
reviewed by a statistician or a person 
with equivalent expertise in probabil-
ity sampling and estimation methods.37 
However, that review alone does not 
protect statistical analysis and the 
resulting conclusions from appeal. In 
fact, a great degree of subjectivity 
exists when implementing statistical 
procedures as they relate to these 
matters. Several appeal decisions 
have concluded that no “generally 
accepted standards” exist for the 
application of sampling.38 In King, 
which involved RAC overpayment 
demands, the Council observed that 
“[w]hile there may well be theories on 
the ‘right way’ to conduct a sample, 
there is no formal recognition of ‘gen-
erally accepted statistical principles 
and procedures.’ ”39 
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This decision, along with others 
like it, highlights the difficulty in chal-
lenging the subjective methodology 
of a contractor’s statistical analysis. 
Appeal decisions have consistently 
shown that successful appellant argu-
ments rest not solely on a contractor’s 
statistical technique, but more broadly 
on whether the contractor’s conclu-
sions are arbitrary and capricious. 

Burden of Proof

According to CMS Ruling 86-1, 
the burden of proof is on the appel-
lant to prove a contractor’s statistical 
sampling methodology was invalid 
and not on the contractor to establish 
that it chose the most precise meth-
odology.40 This ruling, along with a 
lack of clear industry standards, 
explains why the Council and federal 
courts (the last, highest level of 
appeal) are reluctant to overturn a 
contractor’s methodology without 
explicit evidence of errors. Multiple 
decisions have followed this reason-
ing.41 In Border Ambulance Service, the 
Council stated that “[a]ppellant’s 
challenges to the sample are not 
based on demonstrable errors in the 
sample or reference to specific sup-
porting evidence in the record. 
Rather, the appellant’s arguments are 
based upon the testimony of its statis-
tical expert and its cross examination 
of the PSC’s [Program Safeguard 
Contractor’s] statistical expert. The 
appellant’s speculative assertions do 
not satisfy its burden of proving that 
the statistical sampling methodology 
at issue is invalid.”42 

While these decisions appear to 
limit potential challenges to sam-
pling, they also provide a roadmap for 
arguments that can be successful. A 
successful argument should be based 
on data and the facts of the case rather 
than statistical design alone. Instead of 
engaging in a “battle of the experts,” 
appellants and their experts should use 
case facts (i.e., the claims in question) 
to demonstrate their theories. For 

example, statistical experts may opine 
that a particular sample is biased, and 
therefore not statistically valid. That 
argument alone may not be successful. 
Instead, appellants should demonstrate 
that an unbiased sample would pro-
duce materially different results in a 
comparable audit in addition to arguing 
the theoretical concept of bias. In 
other words, an appellant may need to 
perform its own audits using more 
appropriate data. 

Sample Size

A common strategy when appeal-
ing an extrapolation involves the 
sample size and precision of a contrac-
tor’s conclusions. Since larger sample 
sizes increase precision, many provid-
ers argue a sample size is ‘too small’ 
when they believe the conclusions to 
be invalid. Unfortunately, such argu-
ments yield little success. Once again, 
the obstacle is that no industry stan-
dards exist for appropriate sample sizes. 
Multiple U.S. District Courts have 
ruled that no minimum amount exists 
for sample size, including decisions in 
Ratanasen v. California,43 Webb v. Sha-
lala,44 and Pruchniewski v. Leavitt.45 
However, these decisions give guid-
ance regarding the types of sample size 
arguments that may succeed. Such 
arguments should demonstrate that, 
when performed properly (i.e., with a 
larger sample), the contractor’s audit 
would have concluded materially dif-
ferent results. Such an argument will 
more likely deem the contractor’s 
analysis, and resulting conclusions, to 
be invalid.

Interestingly, the U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services Office 
of Inspector General (“OIG”) recently 
published its own guidance regarding 
sample size thresholds. In April 2013, 
the OIG updated its Provider Self-Dis-
closure Protocol (“SDP”), which allows 
providers to self-report instances of 
potential fraud or false billings.46 The 
SDP is separate and unique from CMS’ 
own Self-Referral Disclosure Protocol 

(“SRDP”) which applies only to 
potential violations of the Stark Law.47 
Among other things, the SDP requires 
the submission of a detailed sampling 
plan with a sample size of at least 100 
claims. While this guidance does not 
apply to CMS contractors for the pur-
poses of recovery audits, the updated 
SDP should be a reasonable indication 
of the minimum sample size necessary 
to generate reliable and precise conclu-
sions, at least for the OIG. 

Precision

The relevance of an estimate 
based on sampling and extrapolation 
depends on both precision and confi-
dence levels of the conclusion. 
Precision explains a range of accuracy 
related to an estimated overpayment 
amount, while confidence is the 
degree of certainty that the sample 
correctly depicts the population. For 
example, an estimated overpayment 
amount of $200,000 with a two-sided 
90 percent confidence interval and a 
precision amount of $10,000 would 
be interpreted to mean the true over-
payment is expected to be within 
$10,000 of the $200,000 estimate 
with a probability of 90 percent. In 
other words, there is a 90 percent 
chance the actual overpayment 
amount lies within the range of 
$190,000 and $210,000. Naturally, a 
more precise conclusion would result 
in a smaller range of possible overpay-
ment amounts. As such, many appeals 
argue that contractor estimates do not 
meet reasonable precision thresholds. 

Multiple Council and federal 
court decisions have confirmed that 
no specific level of sampling precision 
is required. Therefore, appellants must 
show that the contractor’s level of pre-
cision yields unreasonable results.48 In 
Pruchniewski v. Leavitt, the Court held 
that because there is no established 
standard of precision for this type 
sampling, the ALJ was correct in con-
cluding that providers, like the 
plaintiff, must “go further and establish 
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that the degree of imprecision is such 
that the extrapolation does not reason-
ably approach the actual overpayment, 
that is, it is so imprecise as to be arbi-
trary and capricious.”49 

While the court did not endorse 
the appellant’s argument, it opened 
the door for appellants to delve fur-
ther and demonstrate that a more 
precise analysis could result in materi-
ally different conclusions.

Representativeness and 
Randomness of Sample

A common argument used by 
appellants is that the sample is not 
representative of the population in 
question. Common causes for such an 
argument involve unique subsets of 
claims in which a contractor may only 
audit certain subsets, while attempting 
to extrapolate its conclusions across 
the broader population. Examples 
could include disproportionate samples 
of high-dollar claims or a focus on 
one particular facility or provider (i.e. 
potentially “rogue” providers). The 
Council and federal courts have not 
been persuaded absent a showing that 
such a lack of representation adversely 
affected the contractor’s conclusions.50 
Once again, the burden of proof lies 
with the appellant.

Another common area for appeal 
involves how the sample was selected. 
Contractors typically use statistical 
software to help select a sample, such 
as RAT-STATS, which was developed 
by the government and is commonly 
used for statistical analysis.51 While 
the Council and federal courts have 
widely held that such software pro-
grams are a reliable means of selecting 
a sample,52 these programs are only as 
effective as their operator. Appellants 
should scrutinize the contractor’s work 
plan to ensure that RAT-STATS was 
used as intended and that the resulting 
outputs were properly employed. Errors 
in the selection of a sample or inten-
tionally including specific claims in an 
otherwise random selection may result 
in biased and invalid conclusions.

For instance, in Sanders, a case 
involving RAC overpayment demands, 
the Council found that “…either the 
samples themselves were not drawn 
correctly or the claims were not cor-
rectly assigned to the correct stratum in 
every case consistent with the probabil-
ity sample design.”53 In part due to this 
finding of improper sampling, the 
extrapolation was set aside and over-
payments were limited to the actual 
claims sampled. This case highlights 
that simply using RAT-STATS does not 
protect against appeals, much like using 
a calculator may not prevent a calcu-
lation error. 

Once again, appeals based on 
theoretical arguments of invalidity 
are rarely successful foundations for 
appeal. Instead, appellants should re-
perform portions of analysis and 
demonstrate the existence of material 
errors when possible. In Pruchniewski 
v. Leavitt, the court found that the 
plaintiff had failed to present any 
empirical support for his suggestion 
that a different stratification would 
have made a material difference in 
the overpayment calculation or that 
the method chosen violated due 
process or resulted in an unreliable 
overpayment estimate.54 Presenting 
such empirical evidence may have 
resulted in a successful appeal. 

The role of statistical analysis and 
audit design in both estimating over-
payments, and in appealing those 
estimates, cannot be overstated. 

Clinical Role in Appeals
Healthcare providers should also 

recognize the role of clinical decision-
making in successful appeals. The 
AHA indicated that 61 percent of 
participating hospitals (752 in total) 
had successful appeals in the fourth 
quarter of 2012 after the care in ques-
tion was determined to be medically 
necessary.55 That success rate high-
lights the need to review RAC 
determinations with clinical person-
nel and suggests that some RACs 

have difficulty evaluating medical 
records. 

Engaging clinical experts in the 
review of contractor results is essen-
tial to properly evaluate the claims in 
question. In many cases, independent 
clinical experts are retained to pro-
vide opinions about the medical 
necessity and appropriateness of cer-
tain claims, particularly in cases 
where industry norms differ from clin-
ical standards. Clinical expertise is 
also a critical skillset to incorporate as 
audit and statistical professionals 
scrutinize contractor analysis. Clini-
cians can often help auditors and 
statisticians understand where repre-
sentativeness or sampling design 
issues may arise, and their involve-
ment helps to develop many of the 
best appeal arguments.

Conclusion
Healthcare providers continue to 

face increased scrutiny through the 
Recovery Audit Program. In the face 
of this and other audit scrutiny, many 
providers successfully appealed the 
results of these recovery audits, con-
tributing directly to their bottom line. 
In many cases, in-depth legal analysis 
or additional audit activities will be 
required to fully explore these avenues. 
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